
Walk, Listen, 
and Learn with



Please add your full name and 
email address to the chat so we 
can send you a PD certificate 

after the presentation.

And feel free to submit questions 
in the chat at any time during the 

presentation  J



By the end of this presentation you will:

ü understand what The Walking Classroom is and
ü the research behind the program
ü the content and structure of the program
ü resources available to supplement the program
ü get ideas for hybrid and at-home learning

ü have the opportunity for Q & A 

Objectives



vs. 



Composite of 20 student brains 
taking the same test 

After sitting quietly After 20-minute walk

Research/scan compliments of 
Dr. Chuck Hillman, University of Illinois







Walk.

Listen.

Learn.
(at school or at home)



The Walking Classroom in action
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What do the kids listen to
while they walk?



www.TheWalkingClassroom.org
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

Index of podcast topics,  
health messages,  

and character values

# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

1 Welcome to The Walking Classroom Safe walking NA
2 Introduction to TWC Empty calories vs. healthy calories NA
3 Idioms *]JWHNXJ�FSI�NYX�JKKJHY�TS�RTTI Being considerate
4 Simile and Metaphor Talking about feelings Choosing your own path
5 &QQNYJWFYNTS�FSI�5JWXTSNܪHFYNTS Walking’s impact on the immune system Taking initiative
6 Setting and Symbolism Alcohol Abuse Caring
7 Point of View in Writing Hydration means water, not soda/sports drinks Empathy
8 9^UJX�TK�(TSܫNHY�NS�<WNYNSL ;FQZJ�TK�J]JWHNXJ�GWJFPX 1JFWSNSL�KWTR�HTSܫNHY
9 Rhyme Scheme, Meter and Verse Talking with adults about problems Individuality

10 Oxford English Dictionary Healthy snacks Using kind words
11 1JFWSNSL�NS�(TSYJ]Y 5ZXMNSL�^TZWXJQK�YTT�MFWI�\MNQJ�J]JWHNXNSL Staying focused
12 Homonyms and Homophones Developing healthy habits while young Know your audience
13 Greek and Latin Root Words (FWINT�J]JWHNXJ�[X��\JNLMY�QNKYNSL Encouragement
14 Adverbs of Manner 5F^NSL�FYYJSYNTS�\MNQJ�J]JWHNXNSL (TSܪIJSHJ
15 Prepositions Importance of a healthy breakfast Thoughtful communication
16 Interjections *]JWHNXJ�MJQUX�UJTUQJ�YMNSP�HQJFWQ^ Respect
17 Word Choice (FWINT[FXHZQFW�J]JWHNXJ Individuality

18 Adjusting Your Writing for  
Different Audiences *]JWHNXJ�GWNSLX�T]^LJS�YT�RZXHQJX�FSI�TWLFSX Humor

19 First Person vs. Third Person Bullying Reliability
20 Summary Writing Injuries and recovery time Responding appropriately
21 Firsthand vs. Secondhand Accounts Persuasive advertising Integrity
22 Conducting Effective Interviews *]JWHNXJ�MJQUX�ZX�HTSHJSYWFYJ Being considerate
23 Trickster Stories Healthy breakfasts Trickster vs. Bully
24 Riddles from The Hobbit ,JSJWFQ�GJSJܪYX�TK�J]JWHNXJ Attentiveness
25 “The Echoing Green” Our bodies were made to move Taking time to slow down
26 “I Hear America Singing” *]JWHNXJ�FSI�GWFNS�KZSHYNTS Optimism
27 Ralph Waldo Emerson Teacher and student relationships Respecting nature
28 Emily Dickinson Different types of calories Individuality
29 “Casey at the Bat” Teamwork (TSܪIJSHJ
30 “Take Me Out to the Ballgame” Dangers of junk food Patriotism
31 Rene Magritte Servings of fruit and vegetables Creativity
32 Salvador Dali Watching your temper Ambition
33 Robert Frost Importance of being in nature +QJ]NGNQNY^
34 Langston Hughes Vitamins and minerals your body needs Perseverance
35 Carl Sandburg Personal space Individuality
36 Ogden Nash Fresh food vs. preservatives Sense of humor
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www.TheWalkingClassroom.org
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

Index of podcast topics,  
health messages,  

and character values
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# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

37 Maya Angelou Importance of protective gear in sports Optimism
38 Jack Prelutsky 'JSJܪYX�TK�WJLZQFW�J]JWHNXJ Creativity
39 Myths, Legends, and Lore Dangers of smoking Seeking knowledge
40 “John Henry” 9MJ�RFS^�\F^X�\J�HFS�LJY�J]JWHNXJ Perseverance
41 Legendary and Everyday Heroes .RUTWYFSHJ�TK�IFNQ^�J]JWHNXJ Bravery
42 Superheroes and Villains of Writing Positive body image Sense of humor
43 Importance of Superheroes in Society Pay attention while walking Responsibility
44 Heroic Dogs and Horses Recognizing one’s strengths and weaknesses Loyalty
45 William Shakespeare *]JWHNXJ�FSI�HTSHJSYWFYNTS Creativity
46 Feudalism Role models Loyalty
47 Castles of the Middle Ages *]JWHNXJ�PJJUX�UJTUQJ�KTHZXJI�FSI�FQJWY Fortitude
48 Knights of the Middle Ages Iron in our diet Loyalty
49 Women and Girls in the Middle Ages Education and quality of life Power of education
50 Joan of Arc Bullies Perseverance
51 Johannes Gutenberg Importance of reading Long-term goals
52 Renaissance Artists Hydration Innovation
53 Marco Polo 'JSJܪYX�TK�XQJJU�FSI�F�MJFQYM^�GWJFPKFXY Integrity
54 Christopher Columbus 2N]NSL�ZU�J]JWHNXJ�WTZYNSJX Determination
55 Pedro Alvarez Cabral Good snacks and bad snacks Tolerance
56 Vasco da Gama Vitamin C and scurvy Strengths and weaknesses
57 The Maya *]JWHNXJ�FSI�RFNSYFNSNSL�F�MJFQYM^�\JNLMY Respecting nature
58 The Aztec Vitamin B Overcoming struggles
59 The Inca Sources of protein Creativity and intelligence
60 The Boston Massacre Peer pressure Acceptance
61 Crispus Attucks 'JSJܪYX�TK�WJLZQFW�J]JWHNXJ Courage
62 The Boston Tea Party Hormonal changes as your body changes Loyalty
63 The Intolerable Acts Talking about your feelings when stressed Loyalty
64 Thomas Paine and Common Sense (TSܪIJSHJ�NS�J]UWJXXNSL�^TZW�TUNSNTS Acceptance
65 Paul Revere <FQPNSL�UWT[NIJX�J]YWF�T]^LJS�YT�YMJ�GWFNS Responsibility
66 Patrick Henry Smoking and the dangers of nicotine Perseverance
67 Deborah Sampson Injury treatment Honesty
68 “Yankee Doodle” Importance of a balanced diet Creativity
69 Benjamin Franklin .RUTWYFSHJ�TK�J]JWHNXJ�FX�UJTUQJ�LJY�TQIJW Wisdom
70 Samuel Adams Alcohol abuse Forgiveness
71 George Washington The process of making important decisions Wisdom and bravery
72 U.S. Preamble and Constitution Essential needs Adapting
73 Checks and Balances *]JWHNXJ��JSITWUMNSX�FSI�RTTI Compromise
74 “Star Spangled Banner” 9MJ�RFS^�\F^X�\J�HFS�LJY�J]JWHNXJ Patriotism
75 Statue of Liberty Walking improves mood, learning and attendance Acceptance
76 Slave Life and Rebellions *]JWHNXJ�FSI�GWFNS�FHYN[NY^ Empathy
77 2FXTS�)N]TS�1NSJ *RTYNTSFQ�GJSJܪYX�TK�J]JWHNXJ Compromise
78 The Underground Railroad *]JWHNXJ�FSI�YMTZLMYKZQ�IJHNXNTSX Discrimination
79 Harriet Tubman Muscle tone Passion and conviction
80 Women of the Civil War Portion size and energy levels (TSܪIJSHJ
81 Sojourner Truth *]JWHNXJ��JSITWUMNSX��XYWJXX�FSI�RTTI Being admirable
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# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

82 Frederick Douglass 2FPJ�J]JWHNXJ�F�MFGNY�\MNQJ�^TZѣWJ�^TZSL Dedication
83 Abraham Lincoln 'JSJܪYX�TK�JQJ[FYNSL�^TZW�MJFWY�WFYJ Stand by your beliefs
84 Civil War Generals, Part 1 Walking, the Sun, and vitamin D Determination
85 Civil War Generals, Part 2 &\FWJSJXX�\MNQJ�J]JWHNXNSL Compassion
86 Emancipation Proclamation *]JWHNXJ�FX�F�GWJFP Leadership
87 Gettysburg, Part 1 Proteins Humility
88 Gettysburg, Part 2 Proteins Humility
89 Assassination of Lincoln Staying alert Accountability
90 “O Captain! My Captain!” <FQPNSL�UFHJ�FSI�MJFWY�WFYJ��T]^LJS�FSI�HNWHZQFYNTS Admiration
91 Reconstruction Understanding asthma Forgiveness
92 Carpetbaggers and Scalawags 4]^LJS�FSI�YMJ�GWFNS��QN[NSL�QTSLJW Asking for help
93 The 14th Amendment Bullying Optimism
94 Clara Barton Vitamin C Compassion

95 Elizabeth Cady Stanton and  
Susan B. Anthony -JFWY�WFYJ��UZQXJ��FSI�GQTTIܫ�T\ Passion and conviction

96 Native American Mound Builders Importance of a balanced diet Cooperation
97 The Cumberland Gap Junk food and energy Bravery
98 Davy Crockett Bones and safe backpack practice Determination
99 <JXY\FWI�*]UFSXNTS Weight Goals

100 Lewis and Clark and Sacagawea *]JWHNXJ�FSI�KTHZX Being dependable
101 Tecumseh Pulse and resting heart rate 7JܫJHYNSL�TS�^TZW�HMTNHJX
102 Sequoyah Obesity and walking Perseverance
103 The Santa Fe Trail *]JWHNXJ��JSITWUMNSX�FSI�IJ�XYWJXXNSL Life goals
104 The Erie Canal *]JWHNXJ�GJKTWJ�XYFWYNSL�MTRJ\TWP Persistence
105 Trail of Tears 4]^LJS�FSI�YMJ�GWFNS Tolerance
106 Manifest Destiny 'JSJܪYX�TK�\FQPNSL�JSTZLM �[FQZJ�F�UJITRJYJW (TSܪIJSHJ
107 “Civil Disobedience” Physical activity requirements Courage
108 Gold Rush Safe lifting Ambition
109 9MJ�5TS^�*]UWJXX 8YZINJX�WJ[JFQ�YMFY�J]JWHNXJ�FNIX�HTSHJSYWFYNTS Responsibility
110 Chief Joseph Resting heart rate Bravery
111 Booker T. Washington Role models Being admirable
112 Henry Ford The importance of respect Generosity
113 -T\�9F]JX�<TWP Staying hydrated Fairness
114 Money Limit video games Planning ahead
115 The Stock Market Crash Dealing with stinging insects Responsibility
116 The Great Depression Safe walking Optimism
117 The Dust Bowl Dust, pollution and your health Patience
118 Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Part 1 Endorphins Overcoming fear
119 Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Part 2 Taking care of injuries 2FPNSL�XFHWNܪHJX
120 Eleanor Roosevelt Stretching Self-respect
121 Negro Baseball League Strains and sprains Perseverance
122 “Who’s on First?” Importance of walking and good posture Patience
123 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Learning new things increases brain power Courage
124 Rosa Parks Television ads Determination
125 Barack Obama Dangers of smoking and tobacco Courage
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# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

126 Skin Sunscreen Forgiveness
127 Human Body’s Slimy Shields Hydration Responsibility
128 Heart and Circulatory System Importance of minerals in food Reliability
129 Conservation *S[NWTSRJSY�FSIܪ�YSJXX Conserving environmental resources
130 Food Chains Vitamins Respecting nature
131 &SNRFQ�(QFXXNܪHFYNTS Importance of a balanced diet Cooperation
132 Geology *]JWHNXJ��HTSHJSYWFYNTS�FSI�WJFINSL�HTRUWJMJSXNTS Being proactive
133 Layers of the Earth Importance of a balanced diet Creativity
134 Rocks of the Earth’s Crust Hydration Being trustworthy
135 Continental Divide ;FQZJ�TK�J]JWHNXJ�NS�NRUWT[NSL�^TZW�RTTI .SܫZJSHJ
136 Mountains Individual talents Humility
137 Hot Springs and Geysers 9T]NSX Approaching obstacles
138 Volcanoes Importance of fresh fruits and vegetables Respect
139 Deserts of the World 5WJ[JSYNSL�FSI�WJHTLSN_NSL�MJFY�J]MFZXYNTS Being resourceful
140 Physical vs. Political Maps Personal space Reliability
141 Current and Tides What vitamin D does for us Treating nature with respect
142 Marine Life *]JWHNXJ�[FQZJ�TK�X\NRRNSL Respecting the environment
143 The Ocean Floor &JWTGNH�J]JWHNXJ�FSI�HFWINT[FXHZQFWܪ�YSJXX Adapting to changes
144 8ZS��8YFWX��FSI�,FQF]NJX� Practicing good hygiene Patience
145 Greek Constellations Heredity and genes Wisdom
146 Native American Constellations Dangers of walking while distracted Creativity
147 Meteorology Weather and health 'JNSLܫ�J]NGQJ
148 Water Cycle *]JWHNXNSL�NS�HTQI�\JFYMJW Reliability
149 Tornadoes (FWINT[FXHZQFWܪ�YSJXX Cooperation
150 Hurricanes Healthy calories Bravery
151 Turning a Hobby into a Career Walking can help improve learning and grades Passion
152 Neil Armstrong Mindful changes in eating behavior Passion
153 Benjamin Banneker Walking uses almost 1/3 of all our muscles Curiosity
154 Dr. Christiaan Barnard *]JWHNXJ�FSI�F�MJFQYM^�MJFWY Perseverance
155 Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell Preventing the spread of germs Passion
156 Louis Braille Healthy teeth and gums Role models
157 Rachel Carson .SYWT�YT�FJWTGNH�J]JWHNXJ�FSI�HFWINTܪ�Y�SJXX Standing up for what is right
158 George Washington Carver Sleep and how to get enough Passion
159 John Dalton Importance of protein in your diet Intelligence
160 William Morris Davis Diabetes (TSܪIJSHJ
161 Dr. Charles Drew Dangers of music that is too loud Thoughtfulness
162 Thomas Edison Germs, fever, and the need for hygiene Learning from failure
163 Albert Einstein -T\�YT�YZWS�XHWJJS�YNRJ�NSYT�J]JWHNXJ�YNRJ Trying new things
164 Gabriel Fahrenheit *]JWHNXNSL�NS�HTQI�\JFYMJW Patience
165 Galileo Galilei Obesity in America Respectfully disagreeing
166 John Muir Nature and health Resilience
167 Dr. Daniel Hale Williams Work your brain to make it stronger Generosity
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Index of STEM podcast 
topics, health messages,  

and character values
Each STEM podcast begins with a brief introduction in Spanish.

# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

1 Welcome to The Walking Classroom Safe walking NA

2 Hello from Room 33 Respect the privilege of TWC participation NA

3 Introduction to TWC Empty calories vs. healthy calories NA

4 Leonardo da Vinci Importance of raising heart-rate Patience

5 Galileo Galilei Obesity in America Respectfully disagreeing

6 Gabriel Fahrenheit Exercising in cold weather Reliability

7 Benjamin Banneker Walking uses almost 1/3 of all our muscles Curiosity

8 Erie Canal Exercise before starting homework Persistence

9 Thomas Edison Germs, fever, and the need for hygiene Learning from failure

10 Albert Einstein How to turn screen time into exercise time Trying new things

11 Meteorology Weather and health 'JNSLܫ�J]NGQJ

12 Precipitation and The Water Cycle Exercising in cold weather Reliability

13 Hurricanes Healthy choices Bravery

14 Tornadoes Cardiovascular system Cooperation

15 Geology Exercise, concentration, & reading comprehension Being proactive

16 Layers of the Earth Importance of a balanced diet Creativity

17 Rocks of the Earth’s Crust Hydration Being trustworthy

18 Hot Springs and Geysers Vitamins and minerals Approaching obstacles

19 Volcanoes The importance of fresh fruits and vegetables Respect

20 Deserts Heat exhaustion Being resourceful

21 Mountains Individual talents Humility

22 Continental Divide Value of exercise in improving your mood .SܫZJSHJ

23 John Muir Nature and health Resilience

24 William Morris Davis Diabetes (TSܪIJSHJ

25 Political and Physical Maps Personal space Reliability

26 Suns, Stars, and Galaxies Practicing good hygiene Patience

27 The Ocean Floor &JWTGNH�J]JWHNXJ���HFWINT[FXHZQFWܪ�YSJXX Adapting to changes

28 Currents and Tides What vitamin D does for us Treating nature with respect
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# Podcast Title Health Literacy Message Character Value

29 Human Body’s Slimy Shields Hydration Responsibility

30 Skin Sunscreen Forgiveness

31 Heart & Circulatory System Importance of minerals in food Reliability

32 &SNRFQ�(QFXXNܪHFYNTS Importance of a balanced diet Cooperation

33 Food Chains Vitamins Respecting Nature

34 Marine Life Exercise value of swimming Respecting the environment

35 George Washington Carver Sleep and how to get enough Passion

36 Conservation *S[NWTSRJSY�FSIܪ�YSJXX Conserving environmental 
resources

37 Rachel Carson .SYWT�YT�FJWTGNH�J]JWHNXJ�FSI�HFWINTܪ�YSJXX Standing up for what is right

38 Inez Fung Oxygen, learning and the brain Determination

39 Clara Barton Vitamin C Compassion

40 Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell Preventing the spread of germs Passion

41 Dr. Daniel Hale Williams Work your brain to make it stronger Generosity

42 Mayo Family & Clinic Walking increases energy levels (TSܪIJSHJ

43 Dr. Charles Drew Dangers of music that is too loud Thoughtfulness

44 Dr. Christiaan Barnard Exercise and moods Perseverance

45 John Dalton Importance of protein in your diet Intelligence

46 Dr. Patrick Treuthardt, Physicist NA Curiosity

47 Liz Baird, Director of Education NA Leadership

48 Dr. Chris Tacker, Geologist NA Resourcefulness

49 Dr. Emlyn Koster, Geologist NA Leadership

50 Dr. Paul Brinkman, Paleontologist NA Flexibility

51 Bob Alderink, Lab Coordinator NA Citizenship

52 Dr. Colin Brammer, Entomologist NA Open-mindedness

53 Dr. Jason Cryan, Entomologist NA Respect

54 Dr. Dan Dombrowski, Veterinarian NA Thoughtfulness

55 Chris Goforth, Citizen Science NA Self-respect

56 Dr. Roland Kays, Zoologist NA Teamwork

57 Dr. Stephanie Schuttler, Mammologist NA Cooperation

58 Dr. Julia Stevens, Microbial Ecologist NA Optimism

59 Ben Hess, Collections Manager NA Generosity

60 Dr. Julie Horvath Evolutionary 
Genomicist NA Teamwork

61 Dr. Julie Urban, Evolutionary Biologist NA Open-mindedness
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The Podcast

Socio-emotional learning is woven throughout the podcast 
and discussed post-walk
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Extensive lesson plans 
support each podcast



(137) Hot Springs         
and Geysers

Podcast Length: 15:28

 

Character Value: Approaching obstacles

 

Health Message: Toxins

Synopsis
Today’s Walking Classroom discusses hot springs and geysers, two related types of hydrothermal activity found in areas 
near volcanoes. Hydrothermal comes from two Greek words, hydro meaning water and therme meaning heat. Hot springs 
form when water that has risen to the surface of the earth collects in heated pools while geysers shoot fountains of water 
and steam into the air. Hydrothermal activity occurs all over the world, but is observed mostly in Iceland, New Zealand, and 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Objectives
 . Understand how hot springs and geysers are formed.

 . Compare and contrast geysers and hot springs.

 . Explain where hot springs and geysers are found and 
why. 
 

Procedure
If you want to compare student comprehension before and 
after listening, administer the Comprehension Quiz before 
doing anything related to the podcast. Retest after walking.
1. 6IZMI[�OI]�ZSGEFYPEV]��MRGPYHIH�HIƼRMXMSRW�EVI�PMQMXIH�

to the context of today’s podcast).

 . toxins (noun): waste products produced by cells in 
the body
;LIR�[I�IEX�TVSGIWWIH�ERH�VIƼRIH�JSSHW��XLI�FSH]�
VIPIEWIW�QER]�toxins.  

 . hydrothermal (adjective): having to do with hot 
water
+I]WIVW�ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW�EVI�X[S�X]TIW�SJ�hydrothermal 
EGXMZMX]�

 . magma (noun): rock within the earth that is so hot 
it has turned to liquid
Magma�MW�VIWTSRWMFPI�JSV�LIEXMRK�XLI�[EXIV�MR�KI]WIVW�
ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW� 

2. Build background by asking students, “Have you 
ever seen a hot spring or geyser?  What makes them 
special?”

3. Allow time for discussion.

4. Podcast preview:  “Have you ever heard of Old Faithful?  
Today we’re going to learn more about how, why and 
where hot springs and geysers form.  Ready?  Let’s go!” 

5. Walk!

Questions for Thought and Discussion
Upon return to the classroom, discuss the main ideas 
and content from the podcast using the questions and 
suggested answers below.

1. What were some of the big ideas of this podcast?  

 9 A geyser is hydrothermal activity where a fountain 
of water shoots into the air.

 9 Geysers and hot springs only form in regions where 
there has been volcanic activity.

 9 Hot springs occur more slowly and less 
dramatically than geysers because the steam has 
an open path to travel, so pressure doesn’t build up. 
 

2. ,SX�WTVMRKW�ERH�KI]WIVW�SRP]�SGGYV�MR�WTIGMƼG�
PSGEXMSRW��;LEX�WTIGMƼG�GSRHMXMSRW�EVI�RIIHIH�XS�
create each of them?  

 9 Hot springs and geysers only occur in regions 
where there has been volcanic activity. The 
underground water gets heated by magma. 
 

3. While hot springs occur gradually and peacefully, 

geysers appear dramatically and forcefully.  

Although very different, both are beautiful.  

a. ;LEX�MW�XLI�FIRIƼX�SJ�ETTVSEGLMRK�XLMRKW�[MXL�
patience and taking your time?  

 9 Suggestion:  By being patient and approaching 
situations slowly, you have an opportunity to 
think through a situation and decide the best 
way to respond and move forward.  

b. ;LEX�MW�XLI�FIRIƼX�SJ�ETTVSEGLMRK�XLMRKW�FSPHP]�
ERH�GSRƼHIRXP]#

 9 Suggestion:  Sometimes taking a risk and being 
bold can have great rewards. You might miss 
out on an opportunity if you wait too long. 

A health literacy message is discussed during  
the first few minutes of the podcast.

All podcasts feature a character value discussion.

Two or three specific learning goals for the lesson that 
use Marzano/Bloom taxonomy

Procedure is the same for all walks. Unfamiliar vocabulary is 
introduced before walking

Simple question to jump-start students’ background knowledge.

Questions for all podcasts will follow the same structure:  
main idea, connections, and character value.

Connection to everyday life:

Focus on character value:

Podcasts are between 12–18 minutes.

Sample Annotated Lesson Plan



(137) Hot Springs         
and Geysers

Podcast Length: 15:28

 

Character Value: Approaching obstacles

 

Health Message: Toxins

Synopsis
Today’s Walking Classroom discusses hot springs and geysers, two related types of hydrothermal activity found in areas 
near volcanoes. Hydrothermal comes from two Greek words, hydro meaning water and therme meaning heat. Hot springs 
form when water that has risen to the surface of the earth collects in heated pools while geysers shoot fountains of water 
and steam into the air. Hydrothermal activity occurs all over the world, but is observed mostly in Iceland, New Zealand, and 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Objectives
 . Understand how hot springs and geysers are formed.

 . Compare and contrast geysers and hot springs.

 . Explain where hot springs and geysers are found and 
why. 
 

Procedure
If you want to compare student comprehension before and 
after listening, administer the Comprehension Quiz before 
doing anything related to the podcast. Retest after walking.
1. 6IZMI[�OI]�ZSGEFYPEV]��MRGPYHIH�HIƼRMXMSRW�EVI�PMQMXIH�

to the context of today’s podcast).

 . toxins (noun): waste products produced by cells in 
the body
;LIR�[I�IEX�TVSGIWWIH�ERH�VIƼRIH�JSSHW��XLI�FSH]�
VIPIEWIW�QER]�toxins.  

 . hydrothermal (adjective): having to do with hot 
water
+I]WIVW�ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW�EVI�X[S�X]TIW�SJ�hydrothermal 
EGXMZMX]�

 . magma (noun): rock within the earth that is so hot 
it has turned to liquid
Magma�MW�VIWTSRWMFPI�JSV�LIEXMRK�XLI�[EXIV�MR�KI]WIVW�
ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW� 

2. Build background by asking students, “Have you 
ever seen a hot spring or geyser?  What makes them 
special?”

3. Allow time for discussion.

4. Podcast preview:  “Have you ever heard of Old Faithful?  
Today we’re going to learn more about how, why and 
where hot springs and geysers form.  Ready?  Let’s go!” 

5. Walk!

Questions for Thought and Discussion
Upon return to the classroom, discuss the main ideas 
and content from the podcast using the questions and 
suggested answers below.

1. What were some of the big ideas of this podcast?  

 9 A geyser is hydrothermal activity where a fountain 
of water shoots into the air.

 9 Geysers and hot springs only form in regions where 
there has been volcanic activity.

 9 Hot springs occur more slowly and less 
dramatically than geysers because the steam has 
an open path to travel, so pressure doesn’t build up. 
 

2. ,SX�WTVMRKW�ERH�KI]WIVW�SRP]�SGGYV�MR�WTIGMƼG�
PSGEXMSRW��;LEX�WTIGMƼG�GSRHMXMSRW�EVI�RIIHIH�XS�
create each of them?  

 9 Hot springs and geysers only occur in regions 
where there has been volcanic activity. The 
underground water gets heated by magma. 
 

3. While hot springs occur gradually and peacefully, 

geysers appear dramatically and forcefully.  

Although very different, both are beautiful.  

a. ;LEX�MW�XLI�FIRIƼX�SJ�ETTVSEGLMRK�XLMRKW�[MXL�
patience and taking your time?  

 9 Suggestion:  By being patient and approaching 
situations slowly, you have an opportunity to 
think through a situation and decide the best 
way to respond and move forward.  

b. ;LEX�MW�XLI�FIRIƼX�SJ�ETTVSEGLMRK�XLMRKW�FSPHP]�
ERH�GSRƼHIRXP]#

 9 Suggestion:  Sometimes taking a risk and being 
bold can have great rewards. You might miss 
out on an opportunity if you wait too long. 

A health literacy message is discussed during  
the first few minutes of the podcast.

All podcasts feature a character value discussion.

Two or three specific learning goals for the lesson that 
use Marzano/Bloom taxonomy

Procedure is the same for all walks. Unfamiliar vocabulary is 
introduced before walking

Simple question to jump-start students’ background knowledge.

Questions for all podcasts will follow the same structure:  
main idea, connections, and character value.

Connection to everyday life:

Focus on character value:

Podcasts are between 12–18 minutes.

Sample Annotated Lesson Plan



(137) Hot Springs         
and Geysers

Podcast Length: 15:28

 

Character Value: Approaching obstacles

 

Health Message: Toxins

Synopsis
Today’s Walking Classroom discusses hot springs and geysers, two related types of hydrothermal activity found in areas 
near volcanoes. Hydrothermal comes from two Greek words, hydro meaning water and therme meaning heat. Hot springs 
form when water that has risen to the surface of the earth collects in heated pools while geysers shoot fountains of water 
and steam into the air. Hydrothermal activity occurs all over the world, but is observed mostly in Iceland, New Zealand, and 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Objectives
 . Understand how hot springs and geysers are formed.

 . Compare and contrast geysers and hot springs.

 . Explain where hot springs and geysers are found and 
why. 
 

Procedure
If you want to compare student comprehension before and 
after listening, administer the Comprehension Quiz before 
doing anything related to the podcast. Retest after walking.
1. 6IZMI[�OI]�ZSGEFYPEV]��MRGPYHIH�HIƼRMXMSRW�EVI�PMQMXIH�
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VIPIEWIW�QER]�toxins.  

 . hydrothermal (adjective): having to do with hot 
water
+I]WIVW�ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW�EVI�X[S�X]TIW�SJ�hydrothermal 
EGXMZMX]�

 . magma (noun): rock within the earth that is so hot 
it has turned to liquid
Magma�MW�VIWTSRWMFPI�JSV�LIEXMRK�XLI�[EXIV�MR�KI]WIVW�
ERH�LSX�WTVMRKW� 

2. Build background by asking students, “Have you 
ever seen a hot spring or geyser?  What makes them 
special?”

3. Allow time for discussion.

4. Podcast preview:  “Have you ever heard of Old Faithful?  
Today we’re going to learn more about how, why and 
where hot springs and geysers form.  Ready?  Let’s go!” 

5. Walk!

Questions for Thought and Discussion
Upon return to the classroom, discuss the main ideas 
and content from the podcast using the questions and 
suggested answers below.

1. What were some of the big ideas of this podcast?  

 9 A geyser is hydrothermal activity where a fountain 
of water shoots into the air.
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patience and taking your time?  
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situations slowly, you have an opportunity to 
think through a situation and decide the best 
way to respond and move forward.  

b. ;LEX�MW�XLI�FIRIƼX�SJ�ETTVSEGLMRK�XLMRKW�FSPHP]�
ERH�GSRƼHIRXP]#

 9 Suggestion:  Sometimes taking a risk and being 
bold can have great rewards. You might miss 
out on an opportunity if you wait too long. 

A health literacy message is discussed during  
the first few minutes of the podcast.

All podcasts feature a character value discussion.

Two or three specific learning goals for the lesson that 
use Marzano/Bloom taxonomy

Procedure is the same for all walks. Unfamiliar vocabulary is 
introduced before walking

Simple question to jump-start students’ background knowledge.

Questions for all podcasts will follow the same structure:  
main idea, connections, and character value.

Connection to everyday life:

Focus on character value:

Podcasts are between 12–18 minutes.

Sample Annotated Lesson Plan
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3. Allow time for discussion.

4. Podcast preview:  “Have you ever heard of Old Faithful?  
Today we’re going to learn more about how, why and 
where hot springs and geysers form.  Ready?  Let’s go!” 

5. Walk!

Questions for Thought and Discussion
Upon return to the classroom, discuss the main ideas 
and content from the podcast using the questions and 
suggested answers below.

1. What were some of the big ideas of this podcast?  

 9 A geyser is hydrothermal activity where a fountain 
of water shoots into the air.
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 9 Hot springs occur more slowly and less 
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All podcasts feature a character value discussion.
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Focus on character value:
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Sample Annotated Lesson Plan



1. A geyser is a type of hydrothermal activity where
a. a fountain of water shoots into the air.
b. water forms into a natural pool.     
c. the earth begins to tremor or shake.

2. The water in geysers and hot springs becomes hot when
a. the sun has shone on it for long periods of time.
b. it comes in contact with magma.
c. MX�MW�I\TSWIH�XS�JSVIWX�ƼVIW�

3. Hot springs occur more slowly and less dramatically because
a. they are formed through a more complicated process than geysers.
b. the steam has an open path to travel, so pressure does not build up.
c. they depend upon an interaction between the minerals in the rocks and the water.

4. Hydrothermal means
a. having to do with long underwear.   
b. having to do with hot water.  
c. occurring near water.

5. According to the podcast, what word would best describe hot springs?
a. bouncy   b.  erupting   c.  peaceful

6. Which of the following is a fact about geysers and hot springs?
a. They only form in regions where there has been volcanic activity.
b. They always result with an explosion of water up through the air.
c. They are beautiful and exciting natural occurrences.

7. Number the events from the Legend of Blue Feather in the order in which they happen. (1, 2, 3)
 _____  Rain water or melted snow seeps into the ground.
 _____  The steam rises back to the surface either slowly, like a trickle, or in a sudden burst.
 _____  The water becomes heated and turns into steam.

8. What is the main difference between hot springs and geysers?
a. One is cold and the other is hot.
b. One is found in Iceland and the other is found in New Zealand.
c. The force and speed with which the steam rises to the surface.

9. Toxins help keep our bodies healthy.
 a.  true  b.  false

10. Nuts, avocados and whole grains contain Vitamin E.
 a.  true  b.  false

Hot Springs and Geysers
Comprehension Quiz

Name: ___________________________

Date: ____________________________

Recall

Recall

Recall

Vocabulary

Character trait

Fact / Opinion

Sequence events  
(Fact/opinion for 
other podcasts)

Inference

Health

Health
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Supplemental activities
can be found on our 
Adopter Resources page

https://www.thewalkingclassroom.org/


Traditional School / OST



Traditional School / OST



Hybrid / Remote Learning
Listening Journals
Ø date listened, distance traveled

Ø one paragraph summary of podcast

Ø two questions of what else they would like to 
learn

Ø two statements of what podcast reminded 
them of

Ø two ”thick” questions about the podcast to ask 
other classmates



Hybrid / Remote Learning
Listening Groups

Provides teacher the opportunity to meet with smaller 
remediation groups

Ø Divide the class into 3 groups

Ø Assign 1 student in each group to lead 
discussion of podcast (review student 
questions from listening journal)

Ø Meanwhile, Teacher meets with small group 
of students who need remediation



Hybrid / Remote Learning
Fun Friday
Ø Students get to pick any 

podcast they want to listen 
to and share summary with 
classmates

Map Your Walk
Ø Using Google Maps, students 

plot their walk

Ø Create scavenger hunts for 
other students using cardinal 
directions

https://www.google.com/maps/@41.6690443,-87.6798736,17z


Hybrid / Remote Learning
Students Create Their Own Podcast

Ø Students record a story or research report 
they’ve written

Ø Lots of free recording options available                
(even voice memo on phone)

Ø Send to teacher as mp3 file

Ø Teacher posts on her website / Google Classroom
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The Nitty Gritty



Pre-loaded “WalkKit” audio player
No WiFi or data needed
Can be shared among students

$125 per device

STEM “WalkKit” 
Spanish introductions

$100 per device

OR



Mobile App
starting at

$3.99 per device /month
Web-based app or Apple Store & Google Play
(volume discounts – please contact us)



$150   Print version

or

$100   Electronic 
version



As a thank you for attending
today and working so hard for
your students, we will include 
a link to the 
electronic version Teacher’s Guide 
in the follow-up email.  J



To purchase The Walking Classroom,
visit www.TheWalkingClassroom.org and click “Buy”

Let us know if a quote would be helpful for:

ü end-of-year planning (”use it or lose it” funding) 

ü Covid relief funding for schools and OST programs

http://www.thewalkingclassroom.org/


Any questions or comments?

Please enter them in the chat box. 

(And please remember to add your full name 
and email into chat if you’d like a PD 

certificate for attending this webinar.)



We Are Here for You!
Laura Fenn, Founder and CEO

Laura@TheWalkingClassroom.org
Office: 919-240-7877

www.TheWalkingClassroom.org

or

mailto:Laura@TheWalkingClassroom.org
http://www.thewalkingclassroom.org/

